PULMONARY ASSOCIATES
OF BRANDON
Quarterly Report | April - June vs. January - March

Website redesign took longer than
anticipated due to challenges
gaining access to registration
information. The messaging is
clearer with better access to
appointment request forms
throughout the site. Also, the
Florida Sleep site now points to
FloridaChest.com which makes for
a more cohesive user experience.
Finalizing the PAB CR website
currently and building out more
physician content to attract more
clinical trial recruits and patients
looking for the physicians
specifically.

40+
Online appointment
request forms submitted

112%

18%

Increase in website
sessions

Pages per session
growth

112%
User growth

INTERESTING FACTS & NOTES:
Sometimes with new website
redesigns and domain transfers,
there will be a drop-off in organic
traffic. We balanced this out with
blog content and SEO work.

Created the social
media accounts but
we need to focus on
growing followers
moving forward.

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES:
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HZ PLASTIC SURGERY
6 Month Report | January - June vs. July - December

We completely revamped and
redesigned HZ Plastic Surgery's
website in August to enable better
patient engagement and site
experience. Since then, we've seen
a huge jump in traffic and new
patient requests.
Additionally, HZPS was spending
over $100/day on Adwords with no
conversions. We've created robust
paid search campaigns,
reallocating their budget into new
campaigns including Adwords PPC
and Social Advertising. This has
resulted in a massive increase in
patient consultation conversions.

190%
Increase in website
sessions | 5K to 16K

200+
Appointment requests as
conversions from paid search.

117%

216%
Increase in user
growth | 4K to 13K

Increase in Page Views

INTERESTING FACTS & NOTES:
A Huge percent of their
website traffic comes from
Pinterest. Most of this traffic
is organic. In fact, we have
only spent $75 total in
promoted posts.

Average conversion
rate across all
campaigns is at
about 6%, The avg.
industry conversion
rate is only 2.5%.

WEBSITE TRAFFIC SOURCES: 6 M VS 6 M
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